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The past ten years have seen a dramatic increase in the number of

college students needing remedial work in mathematicS. This F.ituation is

nothing new to community colleges, where open admission has been generally

standard practice for years, but it is a relatively new problem to many

four-year insitutioons which have been accustomed to fairly selective

admissions. In an attempt to recruit or retain students whose basic math

skills are not what they should be, mcre and more colleges and universities

have been initiating some type of remedial math instruction. However, such

action often encounters strong resis :ance from faculty who fee- that remedial

work is out of place in a four-year institution. More imports -Aly, taxpayers

and legislators are beginning to object also, on the grounds that four-year

institutions should not be given money to support instruction -hich should

have been accomplished before the stulent applied for college. This movement

has grown to a point where bills have been introduced,or passed in a number of

state legislatures to specifically prchibit such instruction in four-year

state-supported institutions.

Now I am not here to argue the pros and cons of accepting students with

a math deficiency. What I would like to do is to describe one way of providing

the needed instruction to the students, while avoiding allegations that the

four-year college is doing something it shouldn't be doing. This particular

solution consists of close and active articulation between a four-year

institution and a community college, in a manner which benefits both institu-

tions and the students.

In this specific case, a need existed at George Mason University, a

university located within five minutes of the Annandale Campus of Northern

Virginia Community College. Basically, the university realized that many

accepted students were math-qualified according to their high school records,
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UUL aLuuraNly were HOU Lapciplt-2 Ul y C.1 =2dfirtg WI ID ma-1;n courses at

the university.

In response to th-7 need. we :he first inter-institutThnal

articulation program it :he Fa; -J4rte -98C. Fundamentally, this cor

74,sted of pla:ing Norther Virg 17 Co-lege Developmental Mathe-

Tiatics sections on campus at Gec Mason versity. In initiating the

articulation, there had be in 'ctir: -7 the crass root levels bet4een

department chairmen on I camp: :y and the community col,

Most important, there ha: be E 2M'alt on the philosophical, orientatic

towards our common goals, that 1: -g to alleviate the anxiety many

students encounter with mathemat , sistinc them to take college leve

mathematics courses with a reEso.-2(,,I, expen 'cation of success.

In answering George Maso*

need for detailed coordinatiori

fcr assistance, we emphasized the

to meet the specific needs of the

university. The coordination z ae fl:-;rough at all administrative levels,

including such people as admiss

deans, in addition to continuou

directly involved in bringing t

students, obtaining comments at,:a

assist them as they entered or

particularly careful to define

all people at all levels knew 7

to make a commitment To suppor-

required to achieve tie common

with their deficiencies in lat.

In formulating the specif-:

oriilators, registrars, provost, and

between the faculty and staff

r( ;ject to fruition. We also inclu.ai

ie, thought this type of project we

rr.s' to the university. We were

of responsibility and to insure that

-pe:ific responsibilities and were wil.

project. Many memos and meetings were

of assisting the students at the univesty

,.iculum to be placed at the university,

we gave great stress to being total flexible to meet the student needs.

Thus, we elected to use our individL;i-lized, programmed instruction methods
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which were already functioning excellently at the community ,ege. This

decision was made far several reasons. For une thing, fewer rriculum

rE sions woulc be aquired to meet the university needs. ically, we

d simpl r our enti-e learning system and ..p.anagemrs system from

the ]ommun :y cc 1 to the iversity. For another, this _ of

inst uction allc cont quous registran for those city students

who nitially _ge level math course and encoL :red difficulty;

the- is, they wo_ drop directly from the univers math course

intc our remedia zoL at any time Juring the quarter. Furthermore,

the -sesting package =1 v.:gram provides for accurate place gent, allowing

the students to test th- Jgh al-i'the basic concepts until they encounter

difficulty, whether t in arithmetic or later in algebra.

Thus, the stuteents ar- not required to relearn any concepts they

already possess, but :imply to learn those concepts with which they have

difficulty, which re aces instructional time to the ess_ntialc ctually needed.

Finally, the most fundamental reason is that our programmed instruction

package has been '- use over the past several years and has been very success-

ful in helping thE students to achieve their goals in mathemat cs. We knew

we had a reliable. valid system.

When we ac7.-_LL1ly implemented this learning system at university,

there were severe' :tumbling blocks encountered but surmounted For example,

the community col 7e was on the quarter system, whereas the university was

on the semester sy:7-em. Thus, there had to be several meetings to work out

the synchronization the calendars of both schools without disrupting the

existent university UT community college schedules. The registration process

was structured on a re:::ervation basis, whereby the students filled out

reservation forms prier to the commencement of the course. On the second



night o :lasses, several = memers from aur registrir's office at the

communit_ college wens to de 'elcpmental asses at -`le university and

actuary Derformed the regil-: on i n the ssroom.

Ths obviously neces: .Tad much ccope-ation and coordination. In

this .7nnection, we found ear on tat theN lad to be defined avenues

for E.. ving various unantic administra- 'e problems that could occur

throuc iout the course, such -implementing system fDr continuous

registration. In addition, ,:u:dent perfrmar , in our courses is indicated

by S (satisfactory), R (re-e1), or R (uns'..Tisfactory), as opposed to

the standard grading system Z'.7 the universit Thus, there had to be

several meetings to explain -!:(itally and achieve agreement as to the inter-

pretation of our grading system for universi- prerequisite purposes. It

might also be added that there had to be significant coordination regarding

the various payment systems, since our tuiti-n is at a different rate than

that of the university.

One area in which we did not have pro:lems was in the instruction itself,

and for good reasons. It must be understood that all instructional facets

of this course at the university were under tie total control of the

community college, with the exception of the actual room and furniture, which

were provided by the university. In other words, it was our course, offered

on their campus. This principle is absolutely fundamental to the success of

such an articulation program.

In selecting the faculty, however, we selected the most experienced

faculty from the community college to teach the first sections of the course

at the university. We wanted to make sure teat the first effort was a

successful one, that all concerned knew that we were totally committed to

that effort, and that the students' and university's first experience would

be a good one.
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In evalua7ing the success c= present inter-institutional articu-

lation project .pith George Masor University, the reactions of both insti-

tutions have ben mst positive. Faculty and staff at the university have

been pleased y,-th the flexibility of our programmed learning system which

meets many of -71c individua neecs of their students. Since we only com-

menced this pr

had an opportu-T

follow-up zucc:'

t. as of the Fa71 quarter, 1980, we have not, as of yet,

to gain any SL :tantial statistics indicating the

our develc.Y,7 tal math at the university, especially

in relation tc .ose students wno do not take the remedial math courses at

the universit

We are a-7.c very chlighted that the university requested that we

formulate an it:-y-level test based on their stated objectives for one of

their colleg math sequences having the highest enrollment. This test

should help iem to better dis:-iminate which students should be taking the

developments math courses offered at the university, rather than allowing

the student enroll, only to discover his inability to cope with the require-

ments of the university math course.

The major benefit that has resulted from the implementation of this

inter-institutiona articP::-:4on has been the service to the student. No

longer are George Mason University students required to come to Northern

Virginia Community College to remediate their mathematics. Now, when

students are accepted at the university and discover that they cannot cope

with a particular college math course, they simply drop into the remedial

math program which has been provided for them right on the campus of the

university.

Thus, we are hoping to achieve our goal of atterntping to maximize our

service to the student and provide him the least amount of difficulty in
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eliminating mathematics deficiencies. We plan to continue our inter-

institutional articulation with remedial mathematics; and quite possibly

the program will expand to several more sections in the 1981 Fall quarter,

when the university starts requiring students to take the entry-level

mathematics proficiency test prior to registration.

In essence, we think the university acted wisely in turning to us at

the community college to ass'st them in meeting their specific remedial

mathematics needs, rather than re-inventing the wheel at their university

to achieve the goals they desired. To date, the entire project has been

a pleasant, worthwhile experience, and all administrators, faculty, and

staff involved have responded most favorably to the project. Perhaps

other colleges and universities having problems with remediation of

mathematics for their entering students could also benefit from a similar

inter-institutional articulation program. From our experience, it's well

worth considering.
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